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Cropping
Cropping means to remove unwanted 
areas from an image. In the photo on the 
right, the photographer used this 
cropping composition technique to 
transform a medium shot into a close up 
shot bringing more drama to the 
photograph. 



Simplicity
Keep compositions simple. Avoid 
convoluted photographs. Having a 
simply background that isn’t distracting 
to the object in the foreground (vase with 
a green plant in this case) will make your 
photos better. 



Lines
Maximize the use of lines in your 
compositions. Lines can make your 
photos look interesting, dynamic and 
worth looking at. Some photographers 
use lines (of direction) to lead the user’s 
eyes to what he wants them to see.   



Rule Of Thirds
Place your main subject in one of the 4 
“thirds” in the frame. Placing the subject 
in the middle of the frame makes the 
photo look to static, boring… for the 
human eye. * The circles are the thirds.



Framing
Framing can be understood as using 
elements in the scene in order to create a 
“frame” of your photo. In this case, the 
castle’s open door frames the castle 
above the ocean. 



Spacing
Spacing is the act of adding visual 

space in front of the direction that an 
object is moving. In the photo on the 
right, the car has “space” to keep moving  
to the right.  



Symmetry
Symmetry refers to a line that splits an 
object in half and, if both sides of the 
object are an exact mirror image of each 
other. In the image on the right, the 
colors green and yellow has a diagonal 
line splitting the box in half. 



View Point
Viewpoint can be understood as where 
you are taking your photographs from, 
which “eye view” or angle.  In the photo 
on the right, the photo was taken from 
the viewpoint of the person sitting on the 
building in a big city.   



Depth
Depth can be understood as the distance 
between the nearest and furthest 
elements in a scene that appear to be 
“acceptably sharp” in an image. The 
image on the right is a great example of 
depth in a photograph.  Notice that all 
the elements in this photo are sharp.  



Horizon Line
A horizon line is used to emphasize 
elements in a frame. The horizon isn’t the 
visual goal of the image; the foreground 
is. In this case, the visual goal of the 
image is the subject looking at the ocean 
and the vast sky.


